[Strategies in the control of coronary risk factors in primary and secondary prevention].
The longitudinal observational studies began in 1948, have permitted to identify the coronary risk factors that is, the biological signs and lifestyles more frequent in the future coronary patients than in the entire cohort. The long follow-up of these studies has cooperate in the identification of other important risk factors and their role in middle aged women and in both genders older than 65 years. There are two strategies in the primary prevention, one directed to community and the other to the high risk group. As a consequence of the progress in the identification of the high risk candidates, the primary prevention of the high risk groups become similar to the strategy in the secondary prevention of the coronary patients. The advances in the reduction of the mortality and morbidity by the main risk factors control observed in the last years, increase the need of a more energetic approach to the high risk groups in the primary and secondary prevention. The differences in the coronary mortality between countries suggest the adoption of acceptable priorities for the primary prevention of coronary heart disease in each country. My recommendations for Spain are: a) To discourage boys and adolescents from beginning cigarette smoking; b) To avoid that cigarette smoking becomes a sign of autoaffirmation for young women; c) To include the education for a balanced food intake in the school programs, d) To get that non competitive sport could be accessible and desirable for the youth after the end of education period, and e) To create the adequate conditions for the identification and control of the high risk group in primary care centers.